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Year 6 spellings follow the “look, say, cover 
and write” method of learning spellings.  
 
Children are expected to do one column, 
covering all of the spellings, each day.  
 
Ten spellings will relate to a specific spelling 
rule, identified at the top of the page.  
 
Five spellings, highlighted in yellow, are 
common exception words that must be 
learnt, but do not follow a specific spelling 
rule.  



 

Spelling Rule: Plurals (Adding “s” to nouns; adding “es” to nouns ending in s, x, ch, or sh; changing y to “ies”) 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

plates            
horses            
clouds            
dishes            
washes            
torches            
bushes            
babies            
batteries            
difficulties            
accommodate            
accompany            
according            
achieve            
aggressive            

 
  



Spelling Rule: Words beginning with “ex” 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

extend            
excuse            
expand            
exhaust            
exchange            
explode            
exit            
expert            
except            
excited            
amateur            
ancient            
apparent            
appreciate            
attached            

 
  



Spelling Rule: Words containing “sign” 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

signpost            
design            
resign            
signal            
signet            
signature            
countersign            
assign            
ensign            
signify            
available            
average            
awkward            
bargain            
bruise            

 
  



Spelling Rule: “ph” sounding like “f” 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

alphabet            
dolphin            
elephant            
graph            
microphone            
phrase            
sphere            
telephone            
triumph            
trophy            
category            
cemetery            
committee            
communicate            
community            

 
  



Spelling Rule: “ic” and “cian” 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

mathematics            
music            
politics            
optician            
magician            
electric            
physics            
clinic            
statistics            
cosmetic            
competition            
conscience            
conscious            
controversy            
convenience             

 
  



Spelling Rule: Words with “ure” 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

picture            
future            
failure            
feature            
nature            
pleasure            
pressure            
capture            
measure            
mixture            
correspond            
criticise            
curiosity            
definite            
desperate            

 
 
  



Spelling Rule: “full” becomes “ful” 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

hopeful            
thankful            
playful            
harmful            
careful            
fearful            
shameful            
faithful            
handful            
beautiful            
determined            
develop            
dictionary            
dictionaries            
disastrous            

 
 
  



Spelling Rule: Adding a prefix ending in the same vowel as the root word begin with.  
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

co-operate            
co-ordinate            
co-author            
co-own            
re-enter            
re-educate            
re-examine            
re-evaluate            
re-energise            
re-explain            
embarrass            
environment            
equip            
equipped            
equipment            

 
 
  



Spelling Rule: “y” to “i” 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

LOOK Sa
y Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

heavier            
easiest            
cities            
clumsily            
nastiness            
emptier            
loneliness            
multiplied            
weariness            
variation            
especially            
exaggerate            
excellent            
existence            
explanation            

 
 
  



Spelling Rule: Adding a suffix to words ending in “fer” 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

referring            
referred            
preferring            
preferred            
transferring            
transferred            
transference            
reference            
referee            
preference            
familiar            
foreign            
forty            
frequently            
government            

 
 
  



Spelling Rule: Homophones/Tricky Words 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

advice            
guessed            
practice            
licence            
device            
advise            
guest            
practise            
license            
devise            
guarantee            
harass            
hindrance            
identity            
immediate            

 
 

 



Spelling Rule: Different prefixes 
 

  Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
 

aeroplane            
microfilm            
bicycle            
aquatic            
autograph            
audience            
transport            
millionaire            
triple            
circle            
immediately            
individual            
interfere            
interrupt            
language            

 
 


